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PLENARY SESSION

Item 12b) of the Agenda

Report of the General Commission 
presented by Mr. L.G. Stubbings, 
Australian Red Cross, Rapporteur

Mr.Chairman,

I hav? the honour to submit to you the report of 
the General Commifesion which held meetings on the 8th, 9th, 
10th and 11th September, 1969-

1. Election of the Chairman, Vice-Chairmen, Rapporteur and 
Secretaries

At its first meeting the Commission elected its
Bureau:

Chairman: Mr.G.Kraijenhoff, President of the Netherlands
Red Cross

Vice-Chairmen:
Mrs. M.Hutasoit (Indonesia)
Prof. Dr.W.Ludwig (German Democratic Rep.)
Dr.A.Naficy (Iran)
Dr.G.Potenza (Italy)
Mr.G.W.Rubia (Kenya)

Rapporteur: Mr.L.Stubbings (Australia)

Secretaries: Mr.J.Meurant (League)
Mr.P.Tacier (iCRC)

The General Commission adopted the Agenda proposed;
it however added two other questions under the item 4 "Inter
national Relief Actions in natural disasters":

4c) Declaration of Principles for International Humanitarian 
Relief to Civilian Populations in Disaster Situations (proposed by 
the Canadian and Norwegian Governments)



4d) Rising needs for greater cooperation between Governments 
and Red Cross Societies in Scientific Research, disaster preparedness 
and relief operations (proposed by the Government of the United 
States and the American Red Cross)

2. Report on the Action taken on the Resolutions of the XXth 
International Conference

This report (Doct. G 2/1) was received by the Commission 
without comment. (Resolution Ho. 1).

3. The Red Cross and Developing Countries

The opiening address on this subject was presented by 
Mr.William H.S.Dabney, Under Secretary General of the League. Within 
the framework of this Report it is possible to give only a brief out
line of this address.

Mr.Dabney stated that it is imperative that the Red Cross 
world be introspective and' periodically examine its,work to see that 
it is meeting the needs of the rapidly changing world. This also 
involves an examination of the mo'tivation* and the methodology employed 
by Red Cross.

In 1963 the League Development Programme was established, 
its basic aim being thepromotion and development of Red Cross in every 
country that needed such assistance.

Now, in 1969> as we take stock of the work done in the past 
six years-it is apparent that we need an international global strategy 
in development. This must be looked upon as a long term programme. 
However, as Red Cross has limited resources a global strategy for 
development requires us to examine together the resources which are at 
our disposal. Because there are three partners involved - the sponsor, 
the receipient and the League the first step is to improve the forum for 
dialogue between these three partners. It is important to reach agreement 
on aid criteria that assures sound planning, implementation and follow 
through. Aid must not only fill a need but contribute to the Society's 
development.

It is recognized that every country is different, hence every 
country should work out its own targets and priorities. An effort could 
then be made to draw up common goals on a regional or global basis. But 
it is necessary for all to realize that the practical application of 
planning, co-operation and co-ordination which is so urgently necessary 
frequently involves some sacrifice of ones' own wishes.

Mr.Dabney then addressed himself to some of the facets in 
more precise terms.
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Health There, is. today e shortage of. health manpower and in order 
to alleviate this situation Red Cross should endeavour to increase 
its auxiliary health worker and the paramedical health worker. In 
this field greater -o-o—operation is required between Governments and 
National Societies.

First Aid Programme planners in this field,' should examine their 
teaching methods, their text-bonks and equipment to be sure that they 
are meeting the real needs of their,-own- environment.

Blood Transfusion It is accepted that Red Cross is the best voluntary 
organisation for the recruitment of blood donors. Therefore there is a 
great challenge to all Red Cross Societies to keep pace with the growing 
needs for blood not only in emergencies but for everyday purposes.

Social Welfare In the field of Social Welfare each National Society 
must devise its own strategy. But the essential basic principles are 
co-operat?,on andpreparation - co-operation with Government and other 
Social Welfare Organizations and preparing Red Cross workers so that 
they may be a useful auxiliary to the professional social worker.

At this point in time Red Cross must clarify its 
position in this field.

Youth It is the responsibility of theRed Cross to provide oppor
tunities for young people to participate in the overa.il Red Cross move
ment. Youth are today asking for more participation in planning and 
decision making and this must be promoted and encouraged. Young people • 
must be accepted into a real working relationship with the adults of 
Red Cross.

The training of young people as leaders is imperative 
in the immediate future.

The essentials for success in development are that 
Governments should recognise the value of Red Cross and thereby help Red 
Cross; and, on the other hand Red Cross must be prepared to undertake 
more services that will assist the overall development plans of the Country.

Following Mr.Dabney's ad cress speakers from the follow
ing countries were heard; - Australia, Sweden, Yugoslavia, Kenya, Demo
cratic Republic of Germany, Ceylon, Nepal, Trinidad/Tobago, Israel, 
Ecuador, Turkey, Indonesia, Peru, Canada, Mexico, Tunisia, India, 
Philippines. The League representative at the UN and the retiring 
Chairman of the Development Programme Panel a,lso spoke.

All speakers strongly supported Mr.Dabney's statement.

overa.il
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The points that emerged, from the discussion on this 
subject are set out below.

DEVELOPMENT

1. In its development activities Red Cross must be aware that 
it is part of the community structure in its own country, 
therefore it must co-operate with Government and other organiza
tions and avoid duplication, competition and overlapping.

2. As the most important asset in every country is its people, 
the people should be involved in all stages of a development 
programme - including theplanning stage. Also, in order to 
avoid mishaps Societ-ies who are receiving aid should be 
brought into the planning and the execution of the development 
programme for their Society.

3. Several delegates emphasized the need for trained personnel 
to help them develop their services particularly with regard 
to nurses and health workers.

4. The League was asked to consider inaugurating a Development 
Fund as thepresent lack of funds prevent some Societies 
obtaining training aids and other necessary materials.

5. As part of the present development plan involves the estab
lishment of Reg: onal Institutes the Red Cross world should 
seek finance from all possible sources. Governments might 
well assist Red Cross by providing personnel, funds and other 
facilities.

6. Tribute <fas paid to the assistance received by Red Cross from 
the UN and the agencies of the Uli.

7. As social development is not keeping pace with economic and 
industrial development Red Cross should makeevery effort to 
bridge this gap.

HEALTH

8. There is a need to review the RedCross attitude to First Aid

9. There is a need for Red Cross to provide medical care in coun
tries where there are not enough doctors

10. Blood Transfusion services must be developed more fully to meet 
present day requirements.
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SOCIAL WELFARE

11. In the field of Social Welfare Red Cross must adapt to 
changing problems. As international co-operation is essen
tial Red Cross should promote a realistic dialogue with the 
International' Council of Social Welfare and other intematicnal 
bodies involved in Social Work. It was suggested that as the 
International Conference of Social Welfare in 1970 has a theme 
similar to this item, it would be advantageous if Red Cross 
was well represented there, particularly by the League Bureau.

12. In the light of present circumstances the League might consider 
establishing a separate Bureau for Social Welfare.

13. Social Welfare is important for all countries as every country 
has problems in this field. - For example more work could be done 
by Red Cross in Family Planning, physically and mentally handi
capped, and the Aged.
It was suggested that Governments might provide the facilities 
for Red Cross to carry out this work (see below under item 5)*

YOUTH

14. Attention was drawn to the fact that as next year is World 
Education Year Red Cross should take advantage of this event 
through its youth activities, (see below under item 5)• 
(Resolution No. 2)

4. International Relief Actions in Natural Disasters

a) Planning and Cooperation

The Director of League Pre-Disaster Planning (Mr.Mathiesen) 
introduced this subject to the Commission. He explained that the docu
ment printed on this subject was a progress report arising from the 
Resolution passed in Vienna in 1965.

Mr.Mathiesen stressed that cooperation,vith the UN and its 
specialised agencies, Governments and non Government Organizations 
will be continued and strengthened.

Progress is also being made in assisting countries in drawing 
up disaster relief plans. Efforts will be made by the League to assist 
Societies in this work by conducting Conferences, Study Centres and 
Seminars. Red Cross must share with Governments the responsibility of 
recruitment, selection and training of disaster relief personnel. 
Another important task for the future will be the establishment of a 
roster of personnel for different kinds of relief.
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Although seven strategically placed, disaster relief 
warehouses have been established by the League the ultimate objective 
is for each country to have its own warehouse.

Also, the Leagueis making progress with the production of 
a Disaster Relief Handbook which should be of great value to all 
Societies and Governments.

The delegates who spoke on this subject stressed the value 
of League assistance, the oo-operation that exists or is emerging 
between Governments end other Organizations concerned with Disaster 
Relief. The need to prevent overlapping when Societies send goods to 
a disaster area, was emphasized.

Some Societies expressed concern at the lack of information 
provided to them in times of disaster. The League and the ICRC will en
deavour to improve this situation.

The Indian Red Cross suggested that a study be made in the 
potential danger to-people in various parts of the world in the event 
of a nuclear explosion - accidental or intentional. RedCross should 
be prepared to render aid should such an event occur.

The Czechoslovakian Red Cross Society submitted a proposal 
concerning the transportation by air of relief goods. This was accepted 
and appears as Resolution No. 3 of this Commission.

4b) International Relief Actions in Natural Disasters: Revision of 
Principles

The basic principles of relief work in natural disasters were 
first adopted by the League Board of Governors in 1954-

The XXth International Conference of the Red Cross requested 
the ICRC and the League to re-examine these Principles and regulations.

The ¡Commission adopted some minor amendments in Articles 9,13,15» 
17 and 28. And the whole text as amended is presented to the Conference 
for approval (Resolution No. 4)•

4o Declaration of Principles for International Humanitarian Relief to 
Civilian Populations in Disaster Situations

A resolution on this subject was submitted by the Canadian and 
Norwegian Governments.
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’ In presenting this resolution the Norwegian delegate 
reminded the Commission that both the United Nations and the International 
Red Cross have made enormous efforts in the fight against man's inhumanity 
to man and against distress need and death met by disasters.

Yet, a great number of people perish every day all over the 
world and efforts to save them are still not great enough. It is oon— 
Sidered that the Red Cross is the best International Forum through which 
the struggle to co-ordinate and improve assistance may be carried out. 
At the present time the desire of the proposers is to have adopted a 
declaration.of principle. This has no legal or political implications.

The delegate from Canada emphasized that the ordinary 
man has little or no control over events which may cause him to become 
the victim of a disaster situation.

. It is with the individual -that international humanitarian 
relief should be concerned. Hence, such relief must be .administered without 
discrimination. It is important and, basic to the fundamental human 
rights of the individual to ensure that whatever the cause of a disaster 
situation a need exists to devise a framework which would facilitiate the 
provision of relief to victims of these circumstances.

Delegates who addressed themselves to this subject were 
from the/following countries; Brazil, Nigeria, Italy, Yugoslavia, Demo
cratic Republic of Germany, Hungary and France.

All delegates who spoke on this subject agreed with the 
principle of the Resolution but several amendments were offer-id.

The Commission agreed that the Drafting Committee, the 
Sponsors and the Nigeria Government delegate should consult together 
and the final draft will be presented direct to the Plenary session , 
(Resolution No. 5)•

4d) Rising needs for greater co-^^ation between Governments and Red 
Cross Societies in Scientific? Research, disaster preparedness and 
relief operations

In proposing this resolution the American Red Cross delegate 
stressed the urgent need for early warning systems and other modern devices 
that might help man to take precautionary measures before a disaster strikes. 
Red Cross must make every effort to see that up to date and effective methods 
are used to the fullest extent by the authorities. (Resolution No. 6).

5 - The Red Cross Volunteer - Youth and Adult - in the Changing Community

This subject was introduced by the League Under Secretary 
General (Mr .‘William Dabney) and a panel of speakers - Dr.Hantchef,
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Miss-fisatsch, Miss Esnard and Mr,

From the discussion of this panel it ctAgviy sxSDgos that the 
world today needs Volunteers in the fields of Hearth, Nursing, Social 
Welfare and Youth*

Govermnen-ts need Red Cross as an auw.ili.-aiy organisation. 
Therefore,. to meet modern re cut'parents Red Cross has a responsibility 
to select and train voliifteqTS for specific tasks.

Again, stress was placed on the need for close co-operation betwssfv- 
Govemraents, professional groups, community organisations and Red Cress.

Also, there is a challenge for Red Cross to study the problems of 
Youth in the world today to ascertain whether Red Cross can do something 
for young people.

If Red Cross is to build up its volunteer membership it must make 
sure that the tasks to be undertaken are interesting and useful. Volunteers 
should be involved in the planning of Red .Cross programmes. Delegates from 
the following countries spoke to this item - Australia, Pakistan, Norway, 
Venezuela, Peru, Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria, Chile, France, Lebanon, G:.-at 
Britain, Poland, Canada, Trinidad and Tobago, Tunisia, Italy, Kuwait, Norway, 
Liberia, Mongolia.

Several delegates gave interesting examples of. programmes and services 
undertaken by youth and adults in their Societies. It appears that, in some 
countries progress is- being made in bringing about an understanding by pro
fessionals of the value of volunteers, providing the volunteers are well 
selected, trained and supervised, Numerous positive suggestions were made 
by delegates. They were :

1. The League might consider conducting a Conference of Adult and Youth 
Volunteers_within the next two or three years.

2» Consideration could be given to an International Nursing Study Centre.

5. Red Cross should examine some of the stresses placed on youth in this 
modern world and endeavour to provide a solution.

4, Even in countries that are leading towards a welfare State Red Cross 
should be prepared tc p; oneer new and necessary services in the Health 
and Welfare Field.

5» Red Cross should draw to the-attention,of Governments the problem of 
young people who are educated in a discipline for which there are no 
jobs available, This situation, ’which is rice spread in seme countries 
is the cause of much of the frustration of youth.

C. As 1970 World Education Year Rod Cross might consider seeking the 
support of other Organizations in proaiding educational facilities in 
parts of the world where they are coerce,

7• The League was asked to explore the possibility of setting up 0?? adding 
to libraries in schools within differed countr?csa Donations to those



libraries could form a new type of International exchange, (if this 
proposal is acceptable to the League, the Australian Red Cross would be 
prepared to make available the services of one of its Officers to study this 
this in depth from Australia).

6, Because of the valuable work done by tegchers from Red Cross it was suggested 
that the Conference should convey its gratitude to the appropriate world 
teaching bodies, FuMher, National Societies should endeavour to associate 
teachers more closely with Adult Units of Red Cross. Adult members might 
be encouraged to assist the Teacher Leaders.

9. It was considered that National Societies might associate their youth more 
closely with the development Programmes by giving them a specific area of 
responsibility. (Resolutions No. 7, 8 and 9)

6 - International Health Teams

The report on this subject had been submitted to delegates before 
the Conference and at the meeting of the Commission it was introduced 
by Mrs. Duvillard, member of the ICRC who expressed concern for the need 
of trained personnel being available to carry out relief missions. If 
Red Cross is to be successful in its undertakings it will depend on two 
important elements - quality of staff and efficiency of the organisation. 
If the ICRC is to carry out its responsibilities which are laid down in 
its Statutes and in the Geneva Conventions then there must be medical 
and health staff at its disposal.

An acceptance of this proposal by the Conference will ensure that 
the ICRC avoids last minute improvisations. Here attention should be 
drawn to page 9 °f the proposal where there is set out the elements of 
a Joint Committee,

The essence of this document and the Resolution is to obtain an 
agreement in principle so that the ICRC and the League can carry out 
the necessary studies to bring about its implementation.

Mr. Mathiesen, Director of Pre-Disaster Planning at the League 
supported the comments made by Mrs. Duvillard. Delegates put forward 
several amendments, the main concern being the need to formulate 
Regulations for such teams to ensure*that the teams were thoroughly briefed 
and to make sure that the needs of the teams were adequately attended to; 
also, the rights of the members of these teams to observe professional 
secrecy must be maintained.

Several speakers mentioned that it would be desirable for members 
of such teams to wear the same style uniform. (Resolution No. 10)

7 ~ Red Cross as a Factor in World Peace

The Commission did not discuss this subject. As several delegations 
had put forward separate Resolutions the Commission agreed that such 
delegations, along with other interested delegates should meet apart 
with the task of producing one resolution to place before the plenary 
session of the Conference. This Sub-Commission met under the Chairmanship 
of Mr R Gallopin Director General of the ICRC. (Resolutions No.
11 and 12)'
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Procedure adopted, by the General Commission

During the work of the Commission it became obvious that many speakers 
had valuable material for presentation. But the time at the disposal of the 
Commission was not sufficient for such stataments to be presented in full. 
The Commission agreed to a proposal from the Chair that speakers deposit 
with the Bureau the text of what they intend to say, so that it may be 
circulated to ell members of the Commission.

As time has not permitted the printing of these documents tn be 
circulated at this session, they will appear in full in the official proceed
ings of the Conference.

P.8174/lw/11.9.1969
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XXIst International Conference of the P- Cross

Draft Resolutions
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Resolution No 1

Action taken on the Resolutions of the XXth International Conference of the Red, Cross

The XXlst International Conference of the Pied. Cross
having received, the report of the International Committee of the Red Cross 

and the League of Red Cross Societies on the action taken on the Resolutions of 
the XXth International Conference of the Red Cross of 1965,

accepts this report,

thanks the International Committee and the League for having submitted it.

Resolution No. 2

The Red Cross and Developing Countries

The XXlst International Conference of the Red Cross,

Recognizing The need for the dissemination of the principles of the ped Cross 
and the practical application of these principles,

Conscious of the necessity for the improvement in communication, training of 
Red Cross workers and the definition of common goals and objectives,

Realizing that the essentials for success in development are that Governments 
should recognize the value of Red Cross servions and assist national Red Cross 
Societies in every manner possible; and also realizing that Red Cross Societies 
must be prepared to undertake more services that ’’ill contribute to the overall 
development plans of each country,

Reconmondd that National Societies should endea.vour to assist governments in the 
provision of trained auxiliary and para-medical health ’’orkers; revie” teaching 
method'r in first aid; develop and extend blood donor recruitment to meet growing 
demands; devise measures for preparation of Red Cross orkers to be useful 
auxiliaries to the professional social ’’’orkers; encourage greater participation 
of Youth in programme planning and execution and develop Regional Institutes to 
train members for greater participation in community services,

Further recommends that all government and National Societies make careful 
study of priorities in terms of needs and resources and utilize all available 
facilities to permit greater participation in various community efforts
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Resolution No. 3.

Disaster Relief-Air Transport; of Supplies

The XXlst International Conference of the Red Cross,

Considering that each year produces numerous natural disasters causing loss of 
life, loss of property and great suffering?

Considering TEAT mutual disaster relief strengthens tic-s of friendship and solidarity;

That international relief activities are an important f^rm of Red Cross action 
on a national and international scales

That assistance given quickly alleviates suffering caused by disasters;

Refers to resolution 2435 on assistance in c?.ses of natural disaster adopted on 
19 December 1969 by the General Assembly of the United Nations;

Thanks the International Air Transport Association (DATA) and the airline companies 
which have granted reduced air transport rates ; and

Requests airline companies to make possible the transport of relief supplies under 
conditions in no -jay prejudicial to the conveyance of such supplies, and in 
particular to reduce freight charges.

Resolution No. 4

Internationa,! relief actions in natural disasters

Principles and rules for led Cross Dises-1-°r relief

The XXlst International Conference of the Red Cross,

having taken note of the nev compendium of Principles governing international 
relief actions in natural disasters submitted by the League of Red Cross Societies 
and the ICPC in compliance with Resolution No XVIII of the XXth International 
Conference of the Red Cross, • .........

approves these Principles and rules, for Red Cross disaster relief,

requests the League and the ICRC to publish and disseminate the following
text among National Societies s
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RULES POR RED CROSS- DISASTER RELIEF

Field of
Application

Basic Principle

.resistance and 
Rutual Aid

Role of the
Red Cross

"rays and Peans oi
Assistance

General , -rovisions

1. The present Rules apply to disasters, that is 
to situations resulting from natural or other 
calamities.

2. The Red Cross in its endeavour to prevent and 
alleviate human suffering, considers it a funda
mental duty to bring relief to all disaster 
victims.

3. It is the duty of Rational Societies to prepare 
themselves to give assistance in the event of a 
disaster.

In view of the solidarity binding them together 
they shall help one another when faced with a 
situation exceeding their resources

In assisting each other in this way, while respect 
ing the independence of each of them and the 
sovereignty of the stricken country, Rational 
Societies contribute to the strengthening of 
friendship and peace among peoples.

4< Prevention of disasters, assistance to victims 
and reconstruction are first and foremost the 
responsibility of the public authorities. In 
principle Red Cross help is of an auxiliary and 
complementary nature and operates basically in 
the emergency phase. However, if circumstances 
require and provided the Red Cross is assured of 
the necessary resources and means, it may under
take longer-term assistance programmes.

5. Red Cross assistance to the victims is given 
±ree of charge and -without any distinction as 
to nationality, race, religion, social condition 
or political opinion. It is made available on 
the basis of the relative importance of individ
ual needs and in the order of their emergency.

Red Cross relief is administered with care and 
its utilisation is the subject of precise re worts.
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Co-ordination 6. Considering that assistance to disaster victims 
requires co-ordination both at the national and 
international levels, the Red Cross, whilst 
remaining true to its Principles, should, in the 
implementation of its programme, endeavour to 
take into account the help given by other national 
and international organisations....................... .

Organisation and Preparation at the National Level

National
Belief Plan

ft

7. In order to cope with the effects of disasters, 
each country should have a national plan out
lining an effective organisation of relief. If 
such a;*®lan does not exist, the National Society 
should instigate its establishment.

Trie national -Ian shall assign to all sections 
of the community - public services, ■ Red Cross-, 
voluntary agencies, social welfare organisations 
and qualified 'ersons - recise tasks in the 
fields of disaster prevention, relief and recon
struction ,

management of
the Plan

8, To ensure rauid mobilisation as well as complete 
and effective use of material and personnel 
resources, the national plan should envisage co
ordination through the establishement of a 
centralised direction. Such central direction 
should be able to provide precise and official 
information on the effects of a disaster, its 
evolution and the needs.

Participation 
of the Red Cross

9. Tae extent of tne Red Cross relief programme 
depends on the responsibilities delegated to the 
National Society by its government or by the 
national relief plan. As a general rule, the 
Red Cross programme is limited to the provision 
of° first aid, medical and nursing care, food 
supplies, clothing, shelter services for the 
prevention of epidemics including health education, 
social welfare, tracing services and other forms 
of emergency assistance.
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Preparation 10. Each National Society must prepare itself to 
assume the responsibility, devolving on it in the 
case of disaster. It must establish its own plan 
of action, adapt its organisation accordingly, 
recruit, instruct and train the necessary person
nel, and ensure the availablity of the reserves 
in cash-and-hind-which it might heed'in the 
emergency phase of a relief operation.

League Technical
Assistance

11. The League of Red Cross Societies will endeavour 
to assist National Societies with their organ
isation and preparedness for relief actions, in 
particular by offering them the services of 
technicians and con+ributing to the instruction 
and training of their personnel. It trill ancourage 
and facilitate exchanges of information betwee» 
Societies so that .the experience of some will be 
of benefit to others.

Agreements on 12.
Mutual Assistance

National Societies should endeavour to conclude 
agreements on mutual assistance in the event of 
disaster with the National Societies of neigh
bouring countries. 'The League shall be-’inf armed.

Exemptions and 13.
Other Facilities

National Societies should make every effort to 
obtain facilities from governmental or private 
transport services in their countries for the 
rapid transport, whenever possible free or 
reduced rates, of relief supplies, including 
goods in transit, for disaster victims.

National Societies should also endeavour to 
obt<-jn from their governments exemption from all 
taxes and customs duties concerning the entry 
into and the transit through the country of funds 
and relief supplies intended for the victims of 
disasters.

Furthermore, they should seek to obtain travel 
facilities and the quick granting of visas for 
Red Gross personnel taking part in relief oper
ations.
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Role of the
League

Requests_ fo:
Assistance and
A > )eal

Regular
Communication 
of Information

Information on
Assistance

International Assistance

14. The League of Red Cross Societies- is the 
information and co-ordination centre for all 
international assistance in the event of a 
disaster. Therefore, even if National Societies 
do not envisage asking for outside assistance, 
it is essential that they inform the League 
quickly of every large-scale disaster occurring 
within their countries, of the extent of the 
damage and of the measures taken.

15. Any requests from a National Society of a stricken 
country for international assistance shall he 
addressed to the League. Such a request must 
contain all available information on the general 
situation, the number of persons to be helped
and the nature and quantities of relief supplies 
needed in order of priority^ the requests shall 
also mention the particular responsibilities of 
the National Society under- the national relief plan.

On receipt of such a request , the League will when 
conditions call for it launch an appeal to all 
National Societies - or, depending on the circum
stances, to a certain number of them - containing 
all necessary information on the disaster and on 
the special conditions of the country. No appeal 
will be launched by the League without a request 
from the National Society of the stricken country 
or without its agreement.

The League can take the initiative to offer special 
assistance even though the national society has 
not asked for it, but only with the agreement of 
the Society.

16. The National Society of the stricken country will 
keep the League informed on the development of 
the situation, the relief given and the needs 
still to be met. This information will be 
communicated to the National Societies to which 
tho appeal has been made.

17. The League will be advised when, as a result of
a League appeal a mutual agreement or otle? special 
circumstances, a National Society gives assistance 
to the Society of a stricken country.
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Colieetions
Abroad

League Liaison
Officer

Use made 
of Gifts

Representatives 
of Donor 
Societies

Execution 
entrusted to 
the League

Foreign
Personnel

18. Unless there is a previous agreement, the National 
Society of a stricken country will not trv to 
obtain, either directly or indirectly, funds or any 
other form of assistance in the country of another 
Society and will not permit its name to be used for 
this purpose.

19. When a National Soc-ety asks for outside aid, 
the League, as a general rule, shall assign to it 
a liaison officer whose name will, as far as 
possible, be communicated to ths National " 
Society in advance. •*-- - —

This liaison officer will send the League all the 
necessary information on the situation in the stricken 
country and or the development of the disaster. In 

«addition, he -’ill be at the disposal of the National
Society to heir it assess the reeds and establish 
belief programmes and to advise it of the measures 
taken by the League and by donor Societies.

20. ;A National Society which benefits from the assis
tance of sister Societies will give the League, 
liaison officer the opportunity to see on the spot 
the use made of the gifts r ceived. Tr, addition, 
the Society will send the League progress reports 
and a final report for the donors.

21. ijtonor Societies which desire to send representatives 
to the spot, particularly tc collect information 
material for the public supporting the relief 
action in their country, shall obtain the previous 
agreement of the central headquarters of the 
National Society of the stricken country. They 
should keen the League informed.

22. When the administrative organisation of the Society 
in the stricken country does not enable it to meet 
the situation, the League may, at the request of 
that Society and with its co-operatiôn, assume-the 
local direction and execution of the relief ...action.

23. Personnel provided by donor Societies will be 
placed under th direction of th? National Society
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Non-solicited 
or Spontaneous
Relief

How to use
Gifts

Relief
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and Forwarding 
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of the strict n country or of the League, when 
the direction and execution of the relief 
operation have been entrusted to it.

24. If a National Society wishes to s- nd relief 
supplies which are not nentipned in the appeal 
launched by the Leacue, it shall first obtain 
the agreement of the National Society of the 
stricken country or of the League. ’"'.an there 
has been no appeal from th: Laagu?-» but a 
National Society nevertaeless wishes to send 
relief supplies to the Societ'-’ of a stricken 
country, the previous agreoment of that Society
is also required and the League shall be informed..

25. Gifts sent to a National Society ma- onlv be
used for the -.urmoses designated and will serve in 
the first place to five direct assistance to the 
victims.

A beneficiary Society maw in no event use cash 
sifts received to cover the administrative 
expenses included in its ordinary budget.

If in the course of a relief operation it is 
necessary to sell or exchange ? part of the roods 
received, the Honors - or the League which 
re resent them — will be consulted. The funds 
or gooes thus obtained nt?" only be used for the 
relief action.

26. The use of the goods or funds remaining on hand 
after the termination of a relief action will be 
the subject of an agreement between t- e 'National 
Society of the stricken country and tho donors 
or the League.

27. Assistance donated by a National Society to a 
stricken countr7 will olw? 7s be sent to t'- 
National rpciety of this country, either directly 
or through th? intermediary of th' League.

National Societies and. the League may agree to 
transmit to a ctric en country relief from non- 
Red Cross sources. In this case *lso, however, th» 
relief "ill -e <?iven to tie National Society of 
the stricken country and used by it freelw hut ir 
conformity with the present rules.
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Final Provision

Special Cases 28. Cases in which a disaster relief operation 
has to be carried out in a»country where 
there is war, civil war or internal disorders 
are regulated by the provisions of the 
Agreement of April 27th 1969 between the 
League and the ICRC.



Resolution Ko 5

DECLARATION OF:PRINCIPLES FOR INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN RELIEF 
TO CIVILIAN POPULATION IN DISASTER SITUATIONS

&

The XXIst International Conference of the Red Cross,

Not:ng that in the present century the international community 
has accepted increased responsibility for relief of human suffering in 
any form?

Affirming that human suffering, in all its manifestations is of 
deep concern to the conscience of mankind and that world opinion 
requires effective action for the relief of such suffering,

Affirming that one of the major purposes of the communitv of 
nations as laid down in the Charter of the United Nations is to achieve 
international cooperation in solving international problems of an 
economic, social, cultural or humanitarian character;

Noting with satisfaction the improvements in the ability oL the 
international community to provide various forms of humanitarian relief 
which have beer, made through international agreements and by the Inter
national Red Cross and other impartial international humanitarian or
ganisations ;

'Recognizing that further st?~s have to be taken by the inter
national community to ensure prompt and effective relief action to 
civilian populations in natural or other disaster situations;

Adopts the following Declaration of Principles;-

1. The fundamental concern of mankind and of the international community 
in disaster situations is the protection and welfare of the indivi
dual and the safeguarding of basic human rights.

2. Relief by impartial international humanitarian orrahisations for 
civilian populations in natural or other disaster- situation should 
as far as nossible be treated as a humanitarian and non-political 
matter and should b" so organised as to avoid prejudicing sovereign 
and other legal rights in order that the confidence of the parties 
to a conflict in the impartiality of sue’ organisations may be 
preserved.

3. The activities of impartial international humanitarian organisations 
for the benefit of civilian populations should be coordinated, in 
order to secure prompt action and effective allocation of resources 
and to avoid duplication of effort.

4. Disaster relief for the benefit of civilian nopulations is to be 
nrovided without discrimination and the offer of such relief bv an 
impartial international humanitarian organisation ought not to he 
regarded as an uhfriendlv act.
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5. All states are requested to exercise their sovereign and other legal 
rights so as to facilitate the transit admission and distribution of 
relief supplies provided by impartial international humanitarian or
ganisations for the benefit of civilian populations in disaster 
areas when disaster situations imperil the life and welfare of such 
populations.

C, All authorities in disaster areas should facilitate disaster relief 
activities by impartial international humanitarian organizations 
for the benefit of civilian populations..

Resolution No,

Utilisation of Scientific Data for the coordination
of internati nal relief actions

The XXIst International Conference of the Red Cross,

Having in mind the principles .and potentials of the United 
Nations General Assembly Resolution No. 2455 (XXIl) adopted on 19 
December 1968, the XXIst Internati nal Conference of the Red Cross,

Recognizes that many scientific and technological advances are 
being made that relate to the mitigation of the consequences of disas
ters and lead to saving lives and property,

Urges nations and Red Cross Societies to work together, record, 
share or exchange data essential to scientific understanding of natural, 
disasters; to utilize to the fullest extent feasible, satellite, radar, 
seismographic, engineering, laser, commuters, etc,, coupled with modern 
communicating devices, inorder to predict, warn, alert, prepare and 
respond before and after disaster strikes,

Calls upon governments and Red Cross Societies to support, share, 
and apply, insofar as possible, these developments and advances of 
science and technology to tame the forces of angry nature, to coordinate 
disaster relief action so as to minimize damage, and to prevent or 
relieve human suffering.



P.esolution Wo 7

Red Cross Volunteers ftnd Social and Economic Development

The XXIst International Red Cross Conference

Recognising the need for increased participation by community 
members in social and economic development and beingaware that this 
requires close coordination of governmental and non-governmental prog
rammes;

Recognising that-National Red Cross, Red Crescent and Red Lion 
and Sun Societies are in a position to recruit volunteers from all 
segments of the population, and that volunteers can contribute to 
community understanding, and promote participation in development 
efforts;

Considering the complexity arid variety of the tasks assigned to 
volunteers and stressing the need for training, efficiency and super
vision to enable them to serve effectively, and convinced that this can 
onl” be only be achieved with th . understanding and active sunport of 
professional workers,

Recommends that the League Secretariat and National Societies 
study ways in which Red Cross volunteer services by youth and adults 
can be integrated into community programmes aimed at promoting social 
and economic development and that special attention be given to the 
training, effectiveness and supervision of volunteers and. to the invol— 
ment of professional workers in such rogrammes.

Resolution ”o p

JUNIOR RED CROSS TRAINING AND PARTICIPATION IN INTER NATIONAL EDUCATION

YEAR (197?)

The XXIst International Conference of the F.ed Cross,

Acknowledging The invaluable contribution which teachers have been 
making to the development of th. Junior Red Gress;

Considering that such contributions should be formally recognised '-y 
National Societies;

Suggests That National Societies invite teachers to become members of 
the Red Cross in order to assist the Societies in the work of 
training both junior and adult members and;



Recommends that a message of thanks be sent to the appropriate inter
national teaching organisations for the work which their members 
have been doing, for the Junior Red Cross since its foundation 
and expressing the hope that National Societies could look for
ward to their continuing-support and assistance; and

Further Recommends that National Societies explore the nossibility of 
new forms of Junior Red Cross exchange based on school libraries 
and associate themselves with the objectives of International 
Education Year (1970) with a view to nroviding better training 
facilities for Junior Ped Cross members.
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Resolution No 9

The Red Cross and Youth Problems

THE- XXIst INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE OF THE RED CROSS

ACKNOWLEDGING the need to recognise' youth as- air integral part 
of the organisation of a Rational Red Cross Society,

CONSIDERING the necessity for youth to participate in the plan
ning and implementing - of all the activities of a 
National Society, both national 'nd international,

RECOGNISING the serious problems which face young people at this 
time, and the responsibility of Red Cross to help 
alleviate the sufferings such problems cause both to 
the individual and to the community,

ITES all National Societies to take action to incorporate
youth into their national and international activities 
both at planning and participatory levels,

cause.

URGES N.tional Societies to explore ways and means of giving 
their youth members specific responsibilities within 
the framework of the Development Programme,

RECO 'RENDS that the Red Cross draws the attention of the relevant 
national and international authorities to the social 
problems caused by the inability of young people to 
find suitable employment in particular relation to 
their training,

FURTHER RECO-E-'ENDS that the League consider appointing experts to s udy 
the social problems caused by alcoholism -nd the use 
of drugs among young people and to make recommendations 
for Red Cross action to alleviate the sufferings they
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RESOLUTION No.IQ

Organization of Health Teams

The XXIst International Conference of the Red Cross,

Considering that armed conflicts, of whatever kind, may necessi
tate medical aid from the ICRC or the National societies of neut.al 
countries,

Considering that in such cases the IC 0 may he called upon to 
recruit health personnel in countries which are not parties to the 
conflict,

Considering that aid to victims of natural disasters may also 
require the participation of /health personnel, through the intermi— 
diary of the League and the National Red Cross Societies,

Recommends that National Societies establish in their respective 
countries', in co-operation with official and private bodies, a. reserve 
of health personnel who could be made available to the ICRC and the 
League at their request, or who could be used in accordance with 
Article 27 of the 1st 1949 Geneva Convention,

Recommends that Governndnts of States parties to the Geneva Con
ventions support the efforts of their National Societies and encourage 
the recruitment nd training of person.el for this reserve;

Recommends that the ICRC and the League take the requisite steps to 
undertake with the assistance of WHO, the studies necessary-for carrying 
out this project and drawing u. regulations defining, inter alia, the 
status of the personnel comprising these teams.



RESOLUTION No 11

Submitted by the Under~Comm?.ssion created by the General
Commission

The Red Cross as a Factor in World Peace

The XXIst International Conference of the Red Cross,

Considering that the International Red Cross, in accordance with its 
fundamental humanitarian principles adopted by the XXth International 
Conference, is called upon to promote mutual understanding, friendship, 
cooperation and lasting peace amongst all peoples,

confirming all previous resolutions in support of peace condemning 
any threat or use of force which jeopardizes the independence and right 
of self-determination of all peoples, and the appeals of previous Red 
Cross Conferences to all Governments to settle their disputes by effective 
peaceful means, within the spirit of international law,

expressing its anxiety at the threat to world peace and international 
security resulting from armed conflicts in'‘different regions of the world 
which are causing great suffering and distress and prompted by the 
necessity for effective measures to ensure the maintenance of international 
peace and security which requires as an essential element, respect for 
international agreements and international law,

re-affirming that the Red Cross is always faithful to its traditional 
commitments for the benefit of all mankind and calls for respect of the 
internationally accepted fundamental human rights of all persons and of 
all human societies,

urgently appeals to all Governments and to the United Nations to take 
all measures to put an end to armed conflicts and to establish a lasting 
peace. Urges renewed efforts to halt the nuclear arms race including the 
establishment of an adequately verified treaty banning nuclear weapons 
tests in all environments, a seabeds arms control treaty, sound and 
effective arrangements, covering chemical and biological weapons, and 
general and complete disarmament under effective international control,

proposes to use funds that would have been assigned to the purchase 
of armaments for the service of mankind, the protection of the lives and 
health of people, first and foremost the younger generation, and for the 
improvement of education and teaching,

noting with satisfaction resolution 2444 of the United Nations 
General Assembly adopted on 19 Deoember 1968, requests the leaders of the 
International Red Cross to maintain constant and close contact with the 
United Nations in respect of activities on behalf of peace and human 
rights,
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urges all States to a©C5p't ¿nd put into practice the
standards established by int^JT^MS law, the Charter of the United 
Nations, international b’tSfifritarian Conventions and de&Aarffv'lbBS and 
all previous bVSSaitafiSn Resolutions of the International Red Cross 
and the United Nat-iSOS,

recommends that the International Red Cross oodies and the Red 
Cross, Red Crescent and Red Lion and Sun Societies, in constant 
liaison with the Specialized Agencies of the United Nations, take active 
measures to initiate the whole population, particularly youth, in Red 
Cross activities by training youth in a spirit of international brother
hood, solidarity, friendship with all peoples and social responsibility 
for the destiny of their peoples. In this spirit it invites the Inter
national Red Cross bodies, in liaison with UNESCO, other UN Specialized 
Agencies and youth organisations, to initiate an educational programme 
bn peace,

urgently invites and recommends the National Societies to increase 
and maintain closer contacts with each other for the purpose of 
exchanging experiences, and adti-erint closer co-operation and mutual 
understanding in the promotion cf peace,

draws the attention of the International Red Cross to the need to 
have further recourse to all media of information in support of peace, 
human rights and fundamental freedoms, and to the need for extensive 
dissemination of the humanitarian principles of the Red Cross,

recommends to the International Red Cross organs and to all 
National Societies to convene meetings and study groups to seek 
practical ways of enabling the Red Cross to participate more effective
ly in the cause of safeguarding peace and preventing wars.
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RESOLUTION No 12

Submitted by the Undei^Commission created by the General
C emission

Contacts between. National Societies in cases of conflict

The XXIst International Conference of the Red Cross.

recalling that, according to the principle of humanity which it 
has prod an mpd, the Red Cross "promotes mutual understanding, friendship, co
operation and lasting peace amongst all peoples",

recalling .that the XXth International Conference in its Resolution 
No. X encouraged the ICRC to undertake, in constant liaison with the UN and 
within the framework of its humanitarian mission, every effort likely to 
contribute to the prevention or settlement of possible armed conflicts in 
agreement with the States concerned, and asked the Red Cross and Governments 
to work for the universal and scrupulous application of the Geneva Conventions 
in all armed 'conflicts,

considering that the XVIIth International Conference in its 
Resolution No XXVII in particular considered "essential the development of 
relations between National Societies of friendly and enemy States",

recommends that in cases of urmed conflicts or of situations which 
’are ’a'thhehf to ^3ae^"the ICRC" Shall, if necessary, ask the representatives, of. 
the National’Societies of the countries concerned to meet together or separately 
with the ICRC to study the Resolutions of humanitarian problems involved and 
in agreement with the Governments concerned to examine what contribution the 
Red Cross could make to preventing the outbreak of the conflict or achieving 
a cease-fire or cessation of hostilities,

recommends the National Societies to comply with the request of the 
ICRC and give it all desirable co-operation in this field..

P.8185/12.9.69


